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Abstract
This paper describes the continuing use of Logical English as a logic programming language that can be
interpreted by the s(CASP) reasoner. It builds upon the previous work, and proceeds to add the possibility
of expressing global constraints in a form of English that can be easily understood by users, even without
any specific technical training. In particular we will integrate constraints in a legal knowledge base,
and demonstrate its use. We will then tackle the possibility of integrating the Event Calculus in LE, and
querying the system with s(CASP). In conclusion, we will discuss the ongoing work in integrating LE
and s(CASP), and assess the process, with it’s results and difficulties.
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1. Introduction

The goal of this paper is to explore the use of Logical English (LE) and its integration with
s(CASP) [1] on the SWISH1 platform, and to assess their use both for drafting legal norms
in logical form and for making the system more accessible for users who lack a technical
background in computing or symbolic logic. Logical English (LE)[2, 3, 4] is a general-purpose
computer language2, designed to be easily understandable by a reader of English without any
technical training. Programs are expressed in LE in the form of facts and rules of the logical form
conclusion if conditions, and they are executed by translating them into a logic programming
language such Prolog or s(CASP). In this paper we continue the work on the integration of LE
and s(CASP) started in [5], with a special focus on constraints and event calculus.

In the past, constraints have served the dual purpose of enriching the range of possibilities
and improving the efficiency of logic programming, making it possible to reduce the space
of solutions of a logic program with a very concise syntax. Indeed, the main contribution
provided by the s(CASP) project is the efficient integration of constraints in a SLD resolution-
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like procedure for ASP semantics. However, our original work in [5] did not provide a way to
express global constraints in LE, and thus in s(CASP).

In ASP global constraints can be expressed with the syntax:

: −p, q

with the intended aim to discard all the models containing both the literals p and q. LE has
been extended to also allow the encoding of these constraints in natural language with the
construct:

it must not be true that p and q

where p and q represent a template in the language. For example, it is possible to write
sentences as intuitive and easy to understand as it must not be true that a person is infallible and
the person is capable of making mistakes. We will examine in Section 2 the potential applications
within the legal field.

Event Calculus (EC) [6] is a very well known formalism to model and reasoning about events
and their logical causes and consequences. A theory of change is normally made from the
combination of the basic axioms of EC with rules that describe how events initiate and terminate
fluents, i.e. properties of a system that may change through time. Many experiments have been
performed in the LP and ASP communities around EC. In LE, we are aiming at supporting the
description of those rules, leaving the axioms of the EC to work implicitly behind the scene.
The following listing 1 could be a first approximation to those supporting axioms in the syntax
of Prolog/ASP:

1 holds(Fluent, T) :-
2 happens(Event, T1),
3 T1 #< T,
4 initiates(Event, Fluent, T1),
5 not is_interrupted_between(T1, Fluent, T).
6

7 is_interrupted_between(T1, Fluent, T2) :-
8 happens(Event, T3),
9 terminates(Event, F, T3),

10 T1 #< T3,
11 T3 #=< T2.

Listing 1: Event Calculus Basic Axioms in s(CASP)

Notice the time variables “constrained” by the use of the #<, #=< operators in s(CASP). This
is a particularly powerful device that ASP brings to the users of EC, as it is now possible to
reason about partially or totally undefined times.

In the following sections we will analyse two examples written in LE and interpreted by
s(CASP). In Section 2 we explore LE’s utility for the legal domain and the added features given
by s(CASP) integration. In Section 3, we show how LE can already be used to describe the rules
of a particular domain that could be combined, transparently to users, with those basic axioms
of EC to reason about events, fluents and their timing. Section 4 concludes the work.



2. Global constraints: The NILDE Project

Logical English can be used to model legal norms in logical form. As argued, for example, by
[7], some of the needs for legal modelling are (1) isomorphism, understood as a correspondence
between the legal source and the knowledge base, preserving possible interpretations, references
and connections, and (2) defeasibility, which enables reasoning with rules and exceptions, where
the effect of a legal rule may be blocked by the applicability of another rule.

With respect to isomorphism, there may be conditions in the knowledge base that appear in
multiple different rules. This happens because the rules are independent from one another, so
there is a certain attention one needs to have in modelling the right sequence of statements.
This is mainly an issue in domains such as the legal one, where the choice is often to try and
maximise isomorphism. However, the application of legal provisions frequently depends on
general conditions, that apply to a whole document, or to a larger section of the document.

We will now see how this issue could be addressed by introducing global constraints, and
how this can help a legal expert in writing a knowledge base in Logical English.

We used Logical English and s(CASP) to model legal rules in the field of tax law in the NILDE
project. In particular the choice was made to model sections of the conventions against double
taxation between Italy and France.

The addition of features from s(CASP) in this knowledge base presents a number of advantages,
such as:

• having incomplete (or unknown) information, and leveraging the abducibles to present
the possible solutions;

• adding constraints in the knowledge base to improve efficiency and readability;
• leveraging the s(CASP) explanation module to show the Answer Set and it’s natural

language explanation.

All this remains possible while also relying on the natural language structure of Logical
English to make the knowledge base itself easier to read and write.

Here we will focus on the use of global constraints, in particular to set rules that are defined
globally. This simplifies the rules themselves, as it is no longer necessary to carry these
conditions in multiple different rules, making it easier for the legal expert in charge of writing
the rules in a way that is more natural.

2.1. The NILDE Project

The objective of the NILDE project is to create a computable model of the French-Italian
convention against double taxation in Logical English. Conventions against double taxation are
bilateral tax treaties which are binding only for the states which signed them. The objective of
these conventions is to decide on the allocation of taxing rights between the two states: they
specify the state which can tax a certain income, the withholding taxes that can be applied,
and other measures affecting taxation in cross-border situations. Conventions against double
taxation cover taxes on income and taxes on capital, as these taxes are usually personal taxes
and rely on worldwide taxation for residents, thus potentially generating double taxation.
Through the attribution of taxing rights to one of the two states double taxation is avoided. The



French-Italian convention entered into force on 1 May 1992 and it covers several Italian and
French taxes on income or capital.

NILDE’s knowledge base is in development, and will enable the user to understand which
state is entitled to tax a certain income. This assessment is done on the basis of a number of
facts that the user has to provide as input (as we will see in the example code, represented as
the scenario). These facts are, for example: where the taxpayer is resident, what is the source of
the income, in which country is that source located, etc. The main goal of the questions is to
provide the system with the necessary knowledge to tell the user which state is entitled to tax a
certain income (e.g., the income received by an Italian resident in relation to the rental of an
immovable property located in France is taxable in France). The solution will then be provided
to the user both concisely and with the identification of the intermediate steps and facts that
led to the solution.

We decided to model the area of conventions against double taxation in Logical English
as these legal sources provide for a closed and self-standing regulatory system, with limited
references to national sources. So, modeling a limited number of rules, it is possible to have
a system which provides answers to taxpayers acting in transnational situations. Moreover,
such conventions have a clear structure and this simplifies the modeling phase. In addition,
the text of most conventions is unlikely to be modified or updated, which reduces the risk of
changes in the system that would require modifications of the modeled rules. Finally, most of
the conventions drafted between western countries are concluded on the basis of the OECD
Model Convention. This is the basis for negotiation and application of bilateral tax treaties
between OECD countries. Hence, the work done with NILDE may be used to model other
conventions based on the same OECD Model.

2.2. LE and s(CASP) example

In the NILDE knowledge base there are many different rules that may determine where the
interested party may be taxed for a specific income. As mentioned in Section 2.1, a legal expert
was given the task of formalising the convention against double taxation between Italy and
France.

The convention applies only if a person is resident in one of the two states (i.e., the “state of
residence”), while producing or receiving income in or from the other (i.e., the “state of source”).
In fact, if the income is produced in the state where the person is resident there is no need to
rely on a convention to decide whether the state of source or the state of residence has the right
to tax that income. This condition is not made explicit in the rules of the convention but and is
assumed as a given.

The issue then rises: how to model this in a way that is efficient and clear to read and
understand?

An initial solution was to add entry point rules, that had this condition, and then called the
other rules. While this works, there might be more to gain from having global constraints, so
that you know that the constraint is applied to every query.

What we ended up with was a (small) set of rules that defined which state the income was
originating from (i.e. state of source), then added a global constraint that negated the possibility
for the subject to be resident and receiving the income from the same state.



1 the target language is: scasp.
2

3 the templates are:
4 *an income* of *a person* is taxable in *a state* under *an article*.
5 *a person* receives *an income* for *a thing* in *a state*.
6 *a person* receives *an income* for *a thing*.
7 *a thing* is located in *a state*.
8 *a person* is resident in *a state*.
9 *a property* is immovable property.

10 *an income* for *a thing* of *a person* is a taxable event.
11 *an income* for *a thing* of *a person* is not a taxable event.
12

13 the knowledge base double_taxation includes:
14 an income of a person is taxable in a state S under Article 6
15 if the person receives the income for a property in the state S
16 and the property is immovable property.
17

18 a person receives an income for a property in a state S
19 if the income for the property of the person is a taxable event
20 and the property is located in the state S.
21

22 an income for a thing of a person is not a taxable event
23 if the person receives the income for the thing
24 and it is not the case that
25 the income for the thing of the person is a taxable event.
26

27 an income for a thing of a person is a taxable event
28 if the person receives the income for the thing
29 and it is not the case that
30 the income for the thing of the person is not a taxable event.
31

32 it must not be true that
33 a person is resident in a state
34 and a property is located in the state
35 and an income for the property of the person is a taxable event.
36

37 scenario one is:
38 marco is resident in france.
39 marco receives 100 for a flat in via Galliera 3.
40 flat in via Galliera 3 is located in italy.
41 flat in via Galliera 3 is immovable property.
42

43 query one is:
44 which income of which person is taxable in which state under which article.

Listing 2: Sample from the NILDE knowledge base

In Listing 2 the rule in line 32, it must not be true that ..., defines the global constraint. In this
example the goal is to determine that the State in which the person is resident, and the one where
a particular income is produced are not the same. This condition would have previously been
included in the specific rule, but since the knowledge base is fairly large it is more convenient
to write it separately as a constraint.

In the generated s(CASP) program the global constraint is translated as:



Figure 1: NILDE example: s(CASP) justification for query one in Listing 2

1 false :-
2 is_resident_in(A, B),
3 is_located_in(C, B),
4 for_of_is_a_taxable_event(_, C, A).

In this way the constraints that apply to larger portions of the knowledge base can be
expressed separately, thus being more isomorphic to the original source document.

Figure 1 shows s(CASP justification) for the query at line 33 in Listing 2. Marco’s income is
taxable in Italy as per Article 6 of the Convention since the source of income is in Italy and he
is resident in France.

3. Event Calculus: The Fox and the Crow

The ancient fable of the fox and the crow, written around the sixth century B.C. and attributed
to Aesop, is a fantastic pedagogical resource. In [8] (chapter 3), Kowalski uses it to illustrate
how to formalise the beliefs of a proactive agent and how she would reason with those beliefs
to deduce plans to achieve her goals.

Here we state the beliefs of the fox in LE, but restricted only to her knowledge of how to get
the crow to release a cheese he holds and how she, the fox, could have it. The rules in listing 3
describe the relevant beliefs in LE.



1 the target language is: scasp.
2

3 the event predicates are:
4 *an animal* praises *an animal*.
5 *an animal* sings.
6 *an animal* picks up *an object*.
7 it all begins.
8

9 the fluents are:
10 *an animal* has *an object*.
11 *an animal* is near *an object*.
12

13 the knowledge base foxec includes:
14

15 it becomes the case that
16 an animal has an object
17 when
18 the animal picks up the object
19 if the animal is near the object.
20

21 it becomes the case that
22 the fox is near the cheese
23 when
24 the crow sings.
25

26 it becomes the case that
27 the crow is near the cheese
28 when
29 it all begins.
30

31 it becomes not the case that
32 the crow has the cheese
33 when
34 the crow sings.
35

36 the crow sings, at a time T
37 if the fox praises the crow, at T.
38

39 it all begins, at 1.
40 the crow picks up the cheese, at 2.
41

42 scenario one is:
43 the fox praises the crow, at 4.
44 the fox picks up the cheese, at 5.
45

46 query one is:
47 which animal has which object, at which time.

Listing 3: The Beliefs of the Fox (in LE)

These rules are automatically mapped into the s(CASP) syntax, as shown in listing 4 (with
some minor editing of the variables names in the query):



1 :-module(’foxec-scasp’, []).
2 :- set_prolog_flag(scasp_lang, en).
3 % s(CASP) Programming
4 :- use_module(library(scasp)).
5 % Uncomment to suppress warnings
6 :- style_check(-discontiguous).
7 :- style_check(-singleton).
8 :- set_prolog_flag(scasp_forall, prev).
9 :- dynamic picks_up/2, is_near/2, it_all_begins/0, praises/2, has/2, sings/1.

10 #pred picks_up(B,C) :: ’ @(B:animal) picks up @(C:object) ’.
11 #pred is_near(B,C) :: ’ @(B:animal) is near @(C:object) ’.
12 #pred it_all_begins :: ’ it all begins ’.
13 #pred praises(B,C) :: ’ @(B:animal) praises @(C:animal) ’.
14 #pred has(B,C) :: ’ @(B:animal) has @(C:object) ’.
15 #pred sings(B) :: ’ @(B:animal) sings ’.
16 initiates(picks_up(A, B), has(A, B), C) :-
17 holds(is_near(A, B), C).
18 initiates(sings(the_crow), is_near(the_fox, the_cheese), _).
19 initiates(it_all_begins, is_near(the_crow, the_cheese), _).
20 terminates(sings(the_crow), has(the_crow, the_cheese), _).
21 happens(sings(the_crow), A) :-
22 happens(praises(the_fox, the_crow), A).
23 happens(it_all_begins, 1).
24 happens(picks_up(the_crow, the_cheese), 2).
25 /* Scenario one */
26 happens(praises(the_fox, the_crow), 4).
27 happens(picks_up(the_fox, the_cheese), 5).
28 % */
29 /** <examples>
30 ?- ? holds(has(Who,What),When).
31 **/

Listing 4: The Fox’s beliefs in SCASP notation

By combining these sources3 with the basic axioms of EC (shown in the previous section),
s(CASP) can answer that very general query about who has what object when, as shown in
Fig 3, a query which a regular Prolog engine cannot answer:

4. Opportunities for a better integration LE-s(CASP)-SWISH

This paper extends the work in [5] on the use of Logical English as a logic programming
language that can be interpreted by the s(CASP) reasoner. In particular, we added the possibility
of expressing global constraints in a form of English understandable by users without any specific
technical training, and showcased its potentialities in the legal domain. We also tackle the
possibility of integrating Event Calculus in LE, giving users the possibility to straightforwardly
reason about events, fluents and their timing.

The points for improvement are still many and may require some technical agreements
between the s(CASP), SWISH and LE teams. There is an ongoing discussion about how to

3https://swish.swi-prolog.org/p/foxec-scasp-extended.pl

https://swish.swi-prolog.org/p/foxec-scasp-extended.pl


Figure 3: Querying who has what when

use the html and human outputs that SWISH produces for s(CASP), also in LE4, as a first step
towards the common handling of multiple natural languages. There is also another discussion
about provisions for secure access to a typical SWISH installation to support the use of libraries
and components in SWISH that must normally be left out of the sandbox5. Other issues, such
as discrepancies in syntax between s(CASP) standalone and SWISH-embedded s(CASP) must
also be addressed.
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